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Enshrine evidence-based medicine in regulated healthcare professions
The BC Humanist Association supports efforts to ensure health regulatory colleges put
the public interest and patient safety ahead of professional interest. To achieve these
goals, we must ensure our healthcare professionals base their practice on the best
available evidence. We therefore argue that the public interest and patient safety cannot
be reconciled with the continued recognition and certification of professions that are
based on unsupported hypotheses, questionable evidence or whose practitioners
routinely promote dangerous and pseudoscientific views. Specifically, we call on the
Government to take this opportunity to end the recognition of chiropractors,
naturopaths, acupuncturists and Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioners.
Among the key objectives guiding the steering committee is improving “patient safety
and public protection.” To achieve this aim, our health professions regulation must rely
on the best available scientific evidence. So-called complementary or alternative
medicines rely on hypotheses that are not supported by scientific research. This includes
chiropractic, naturopathy, Traditional Chinese Medicine and acupuncture, each of which
presently has a recognized College. As we detail in the addendum below, these
pseudoscientific approaches to treating ailments are, at their best, ineffective and, far too
often, harmful. The regulation of pseudoscience grants it a false authority that it has
failed to earn through demonstrating its efficacy through controlled clinical trials and
the peer review process.
In contrast, evidence-based medicine “is the conscientious, explicit, judicious and
reasonable use of modern, best evidence in making decisions about the care of
individual patients.” 1 Rather than relying on appeals to tradition or dogma, it asks
healthcare professionals to continually re-evaluate their practice and to change it in light
of new information. In particular, the movement recognizes a hierarchy of evidence,
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with systematic reviews and meta-analyses as stronger tools than individual case studies
or even standalone clinical trials.
By operating based on pseudoscientific principles and routinely failing to demonstrate
the efficacy of their practices, chiropractic, naturopathy, Traditional Chinese Medicine
and acupuncture operate in opposition to the approaches taken by other recognized
health professions. While the scrutiny applied by more evidence-based professions in a
consolidated regulatory college system will undoubtedly tamper some of the more
egregious claims made by some individual practitioners, it fails to address the
pseudoscientific bases of these practices.
To accomplish the committee’s three key objectives of improving patient safety and
public protection, improving efficiency and effectiveness of the regulatory framework
and increasing public confidence through transparency and accountability, evidencebased medicine, and not a continued protection for pseudoscientific practices, must be
placed at the centre of any regulatory reforms.
In advocating this approach, we echo the December 2018 recommendation from Harry
Cayton’s preceding inquiry into the Health Professions that “An evidence based
occupational risk assessment process should be developed and implemented to identify
the potential risks of harm from occupations within the health sector and to consider the
appropriate mitigations.” 2 Notably, Cayton suggested in follow-up comments to the
media that the current system amounts to “whatever profession has lobbied hard
enough…has managed to win itself a college” and some professions could be
deregulated. 3 It should be self-evident that regulating health professions on the basis of
each practice’s political acumen risks undermining patient safety.
Finally, while our attention in this response has targeted those regulated fields of
complementary and alternative medicine, we also recognize that there is far more work
to be done to ensure the principles of evidence-based medicine in every health
profession. Our previous work on addictions recovery options highlights one area in
urgent need of greater evidence-based approaches. 4
While the consultation paper does not consider the deregulation of certain professions,
we are optimistic that, as a first step, amalgamating regulatory colleges presents the
opportunity for oversight bodies to apply greater skepticism to the claims made by many
of these practitioners. To ensure this oversight meets its key objectives, evidence-based
medicine must be a core mandate of each of the new colleges.
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Literature review
A thorough scientific review of the claims behind chiropractic concludes that it has
largely not been shown to be an effective treatment. 5 The “possible exception” in that
review is for back pain, for which two Cochrane systematic reviews found chiropractic to
be “no more effective” than other therapies. 6,7 Furthermore, manipulation has been
found to have frequent negative side effects and serious complications.5 Another metareview found that “collectively these data fail to demonstrate convincingly that spinal
manipulation is an effective intervention for any condition.” 8 Studies frequently
demonstrate that excessive x-ray and imaging tests are requested by the chiropractors
without demonstrating significant medical value or significant demonstrated need. 9,10 In
addition to the practice having no basis in science and showing no therapeutic value,
reports have shown that multiple BC chiropractors actively undermine other public
health measures by perpetuating falsehoods about vaccinations or promote other
pseudoscientific treatments like homeopathy. 11
Naturopathy is based on theories that have little to no basis in science. As it is not
predicated on falsifiable claims, it attempts to avoid the scientific scrutiny we expect to
be applied to other treatments. 12 Similar to chiropractors and other alternative medicine
practitioners, it’s well documented that some naturopaths antagonize public health
interventions including vaccinations. 13 Where naturopathy has demonstrable benefits,
those practices can and are incorporated by evidence-based healthcare professions.
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Traditional Chinese Medicines (TCM), similar to naturopathy, is based on hypotheses
which largely have no basis in science. Systematic reviews of TCM have found few
studies in support of its effectiveness or value. 14,15 Possibly the most popular form of TCM
is acupuncture, which has been studied extensively and shown largely inconsistent
results.16 In particular, the underlying theory behind acupuncture is based on concepts
such as qi (life energy), meridians (qi pathways through the body) and special
acupuncture points, none of which are supported by a contemporary scientific
understanding of anatomy. Further, “sham acupuncture” studies debunk the importance
of elements that ought to be fundamental for acupuncture to work according to its
underlying theory, with a 2013 review finding that “when comparing acupuncture to
sham controls, there was little evidence that the effects of acupuncture on pain were
modified by any of the characteristics evaluated, including style of acupuncture, the
number or placement of needles, the number, frequency or duration of sessions, patientpractitioner interactions and the experience of the acupuncturist.” 17

About the BC Humanist Association
The British Columbia Humanist Association has been providing a community and voice
for Humanists, atheists, agnostics, and the non-religious of Metro Vancouver and British
Columbia since 1984. Our values include that “Humanism advocates for the application
of the methods of science and free inquiry to the problems of human welfare.” 18 In our
position statement on the subject, we describe so-called complementary and alternative
medicines and treatments as unethical. 19
As it is beyond our organizational expertise, we are refraining from answering the
specific questions posed in the consultation paper.
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